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The Brewer Company 

Terms and Conditions of Purchase 
 

 

 

 

The supplier’s acceptance of this order constitutes acceptance of all of these conditions which shall be deemed a Wisconsin contract and 

be construed according to Wisconsin law. These conditions are applicable for this purchase order, but this list may be revised at any time 

due to the requirements of our customers or regulatory authorities.   

It is agreed that goods made for this order shall comply with all Federal laws relative thereto and that the supplier will defend actions or 

claims brought and save harmless THE BREWER COMPANY from loss, cost or damage by reason of actual or alleged infringements of letters 

patent concerning same.  

The seller will comply with all provisions of Executive Order 11246 as amended, the provisions found in 41 C.F.R. sec. 60-741 (Disabled 

Persons) and sec. 60-250 (Veterans), and all relevant rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor.  

Payment Terms: Payment terms are 90 days from date of invoice unless otherwise agreed within a contract.  

It is agreed that the supplier’s price is the lowest prevailing market price. Supplier warrants that the prices named herein are in conformity 

with all applicable government laws and regulations.  

Order Review: Delivery date and quantities herein specified are of the essence of this contract. It is the responsibility of the supplier to 

review all received purchase orders from Brewer  to make sure that all necessary information is on the purchase order, that the current 

drawing revision level in the possession of the supplier match the level documented on the purchase order, and the required receipt date 

can be fulfilled.  Manufacturing Brewer product without being able to adhere to the requirements stated in this document will result in the 

supplier being liable for all costs and penalties resulting from not following this requirement. 

If a distributor supplies Brewer with off the shelf product that is not produced by the distributor, the responsibility for assuring that all products 

conform to the needs of  Brewer  still resides with the distributor.  If the distributor source cannot provide Brewer with consistent conforming 

quality, it will be the distributor’s responsibility to source a supplier that provides Brewer product that is to Brewer’s and Brewer’s customer’s 

specifications.  

Equipment: It is agreed that all tooling, dies or other equipment or machinery necessary to fill this order and furnished by the supplier, either 

wholly or in part, shall remain property of the supplier, but if furnished or paid for in full by Brewer, shall remain property of Brewer, and the 

supplier shall keep same fully insured against loss in Brewer’s name and the supplier’s and the respective interests appear, and in any event 

the same shall at all times be used only for Brewer’s purposes and orders, present or future, and the supplier in event shall keep the same in 

good condition and repair, ordinary wear and tear alone excepted. In either case, equipment must be maintained in working order, 

including gage calibration as required.  

Freight Terms: All shipping FOB origin. See Brewer’s routing guide for more details. Any charges accrued through the supplier’s failure to 

consign shipments on this order exactly in accordance with shipping directions given hereon will be charged to the supplier’s account. No 

charges will be allowed for cartage or packing unless so specified on order.  

Please acknowledge this order promptly and state when shipment will be made. Please render all invoices in duplicate, not later than the 

following work days after shipment. Brewer reserves the right to withhold payment of invoices for materials shipped ahead of schedule 

without our prior approval. 

It is the responsibility of all Brewer suppliers that the integrity of product shipped to Brewer is guaranteed up until receipt and usage of said 

components/products. Necessary packaging that prevents damage during the shipping process may be the responsibility of the supplier. 

Unacceptable handling damage made by the shipper may be the responsibility of the supplier after an investigation is conducts, and the 

supplier will be notified anytime that this condition arises.  

First Articles: All new components made for Brewer must be sampled and approved by the Quality and/or Engineering departments prior 

to beginning production runs utilizing QC-710.2, Part Submission Requirements, which depend on the part Class.  If it is required on the 

Brewer drawing or purchase order, lot/serial traceability needs to be part of the records maintained by the supplier, and where practical 

the lot/serial number should be stamped or identified on the components. 

Samples sent to the Brewer departments listed above must be accompanied by a first article inspection report. The first article inspection 

report should contain all variable and attribute data, a minimum of 5 samples should be submitted (Less samples may be submitted based 

on whether the component is Class 1 or Class 2, or on the determination of the Brewer Purchasing and Quality). Each sample should be 

numbered and referenced on the first article inspection report. The supplier is responsible for keeping records of the competency and 

qualifications of their employees that will be making and measuring Brewer components, and measurements should be taken using 

certified and calibrated gages. Due to normal variation, a range of measurements should appear on the report, and any dimensions or 

characteristics not made to Brewer specifications must be highlighted. 

Certificate of Conformity: All Class 1 and Class 2 product made specifically for Brewer by its supplier base needs to arrive with a certification 

form stating that all characteristics called out on the purchase order and drawing are conforming. 
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Nonconforming Product: Either at submission or during a normal production run, no product can be made and shipped to Brewer that is 

outside of the documented variable or attribute data specifications. Shipment of non-conforming product to Brewer without a 

preapproved deviation or a permanent drawing change will be rejected and resulting costs will be the responsibility of the supplier. Utilize 

Brewer’s F708F, Supplier Change Request Form, to facilitate these conversations.  

Following this disposition of non-conforming material (NCMR), Brewer will notify the supplier of the nonconformance. The supplier will have 

seven (7) working days of the notification to respond to Brewer, including investigation results, if requested. After seven (7) days, a debit will 

be processed to the supplier’s account. Any rework, shipping, or late charges assessed by the customers of Brewer will be the responsibility 

of the supplier.  Disposition of the non-conforming material will take one of four paths:  

A. Return: The product will be returned to the supplier. The supplier must provide Brewer with an RGA number and make arrangements 

for shipping. If the supplier would like Brewer to arrange shipping, supplier must provide Brewer with a UPS account number, FedEx 

account number, or trucking company to ship skids back. A debit memo will be issued and applied to the next Brewer payment. If 

material is reworked (a certificate of compliance must accompany the product) or if re-made, the supplier will re-invoice upon 

shipment of new material.  

B. Scrap: Material will be scrapped at Brewer. A debit memo will be issued at this time with any disposal fees charged back to supplier.  

C. Re-Work: Rework will be done by Brewer or supplier. If done at Brewer, a rate of $50.00 an hour will be charged back to supplier. If 

rework at Brewer causes a production shutdown, the supplier will be charged for downtime at a rate of $100.00 an hour.  

D. Field Issues: If Brewer product fails in the field because of non-conforming material from the supplier, then an NCMR will be issued by 

Brewer and a debit memo will be issued to supplier. The debit memo includes but is not limited to inspection, testing, service, market 

withdrawal, communications, labor, shipping, transportation, penalties, fines, and the replacement costs of finished goods and work-

in-progress in which the supplier’s product was included and/or incorporated. If supplier wants the non-conforming product returned, 

they will pay all freight charges to return non-conforming product.  

Goods are subject to Brewer’s inspection after arrival, notwithstanding prior payment to obtain cash discount. Brewer reserves the right to 

cancel this order if material or workmanship does not meet specifications.  

Corrective actions (CARs) for non-conforming material are managed through the Quality department at Brewer, but require full 

cooperation from the supplier.  

Product Changes: Brewer’s devices are used in the healthcare industry, making change control of the utmost importance.  To that end, it 

shall be agreed that as one of Brewer’s suppliers, the supplier will not make any change to the product, design, process, materials, 

formulation, physical properties, test methods, packaging, labeling, software, environment conditions, quality assurance processes, 

equipment, production location, subcontractor(s), FDA product code or proprietary name listing, or any other changes that could 

potentially affect the quality of the finished device, without prior written notification to, and approval by, Brewer. 

If a change is being considered by the supplier, the supplier agrees to give Brewer at least ninety (90) days advance notice of the 

proposed change. In the event that the supplier identifies or is made aware of a change, the supplier shall promptly, and in no event later 

than three (3) business days after becoming aware of the change, notify Brewer of the proposed change. This time period will allow 

Brewer’s Quality department time to evaluate the impact of the proposed change on Brewer’s finished device. 

Supplier Audits: Brewer reserves the right to conduct on-site capability audits of its supplier base at a date and time agreed to by both 

parties utilizing F708B, Brewer Questionnaire/Supplier Self Audit Form. The results of the audits will be shared with the supplier, and any 

detected non-conformances must be addressed using the root cause/corrective action method, and a follow-up audit will take place in 

the future to assure that the documented supplier corrective action is being sustained. 


